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1. INTRODUCTION 
Define the sequences {Un}™=0 and {Vn}^0 for all integers n by 
U„ = pU„_, + U„_2 ,UQ=0, Uy = \,n>2, 
Vn = pVn_l+Vn_2,V^2,Vl=p,n>2. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Of course, these sequences can be extended to negative subscripts by the use of (1.1) and (1.2). 






V„ = a"+P", 
a 
= p + Jp2+4 /7--y//+4 



















Here {Fn} and {Ln} are the Fibonacci and Lucas sequences, respectively. The sequences {Pn} 
and {Qn} are the Pell and Pell-Lucas numbers, respectively, and appear, for example, in [3], [5], 
[7], [11], and [17]. The sequences {P„(x)} and {Qn{x)} are the Pell and Pell-Lucas polynomials, 
respectively, and have been studied, for example, in [12], [14], [15], and [16]. 
Hoggatt and Ruggles [9] produced some summation identities for Fibonacci and Lucas 
numbers involving the arctan function. Their results are of the same type as the striking result of 
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to which reference is made in their above-mentioned article [9]. Mahon and Horadam [13] pro-
duced identities for Pell and Pell-Lucas polynomials leading to summation formulas for Pell and 
Pell-Lucas numbers similar to (1.6). For example, 





Here, we produce similar results involving the arctan function and terms from the sequences 
{£/„} and {Vn}. Some of our results are equivalent to those obtained in [13] but most are new. 
We also obtain results involving the arctanh function, all of which we believe are new. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We make consistent use of the following results which appear in [1] and [6]: 
L if xy <1, tan *x + tan l y- tan l l-xy 
tan l x - tan l y = tan l 
fx-y} 
l + xy, 
tanh 1x + tanh ^ ^ t a n h l\ 
tanh-1 x - tanh-1 y = tanh"1 
i - i 1 , ( 1 tanh x = — log. -
2 \l 
if xy > - 1 , 
x + y 
l + xy 
 + x 
l-xy 
| JC |<L 
coth l x = —log. I, |x|> 1, 
2 6 % x - 1 
tan l x = cot l 









We note from (2.7) and (2.8) that all results obtained involving arctan (arctanh) can be expressed 
equivalently using arccot (arccoth). 
If k and n are integers, and writing 
A = (a-/?r = / /+4 (2.9) 
we also have the following: 
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u2„-un+ku„_k = (-iy+ku2k, (2.io) 
K+kv„-k-vn2 = H-irku2k, (2.ii) 
(ULV-, k even, 
un+k-u„_k= ; ; • ' (2.i2) 
lt/„rt, A: odd, 
(U„VL., A: even, Un+k + U^k= " * ' ' (2.13) 
lt4F„, £odd, 
fAf/tC/„, A: even, 
^ * - ^ t = * , ' (2-14) 
TtF„, A: odd, 
fVkV„, A: even, ^ + r ^ = * " ' , ' (2.15) [A^f/„, /todd. 
^ 2 + ^ = ^ 1 , (2-16) 
UnU^H-W = Ulv (2.17) 
Identities (2.12)-(2.15) occur as (56)-(63) in [2], and the remainder can be proved using Binet 
forms. Indeed, (2.10) and (2.11) resemble the famous Catalan identity for Fibonacci numbers, 
Fn2-F„,kFn_k=(-irkFk2. (2.18) 
We assume throughout that the parameter/? is real and \p\ > 1. If p > 1, then {Un}™=2 and 
iK)n=i a r e increasing sequences. If p < - 1 , then {\Un\}™=2 and {|FJ}*=1 are increasing sequences 
and, if n>0, then 
Un < 0, n even, 
U„>0, n odd, 
F„ < 0, n odd, 
F„ > 0, # even. 
Furthermore, if \p\ > 1, then using Binet forms it is seen that 
(2.19) 
,. U„+m ,. V' Sm, mevenor/?>l, 
l i m _ J M , l i m ! m J ' ^ ' (220) 
„_>«, £/w «^ co ^ l _ ^ ? OT odd and/? ^ - 1 , 
where 
o I/?I+A//? 2+4 ' 
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3, MAIN RESULTS 
Theorem 1: Tfn is an integer, then 
tan lUn+2~tm lU„=tm l 
( „ A 
\Pn+\) n even, 




f 1 A 
\&n+2j 
f TT \ 
- tan - l v. n+l 
\Un+lJ 




tan * [/„, 0 ~ tan * [/„ = tan 'n+2 
K1 + U»U»+2J 
= tan 
f „ \ 
\Un+lJ 
where we have used (2.2), (1.1), and (2.17). 
To prove (3.2), proceed similarly using (2.1), (2.16), and (2.17). • 
Now, in (3.1), replacing n by 0, 2, ..., In - 2, we obtain a sum which telescopes to yield 
I tan"1 
7 = 1 Uu-i 
= tan_1£/, 
Similarly, in (3.2), replacing n by 1, 3, ..., In - 1 yields 
(tr \ 




\«-l + - 1 = - + (-lf_1tan-4 V^2n+lJ 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The corresponding limiting sums are 
Ztan" -i P U 2i-i y 
/>*i, 
- p P S - 1 . 






We note here that (3.3) and (3.4) were essentially obtained by Mahon and Horadam [13], 
(3.3) in a slightly different form. When p = l, (3.5) reduces essentially to Lehmer's result (1.6) 
stated earlier. 
Theorem 2: For positive integers k and n, 





. VkU2n j 
k even, 
(3.7) 
a |, A: odd. 2« J 
Proof: Use (2.2), (2.10), and (2.13). D 
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Now, in (3.7), replacing n by k, 2k, ..., nk to form a telescoping sum yields 
I tan"1 
/=! 
= tan U, nk \u{rl+l)kj 
S t a n l 





;, k odd. 
Using (2.20), the limiting sums are, respectively, 






* - f o « - V > r * tan (S ), £even, 
\ y kuik 
Itan"1 
7 = 1 
^(-ly-1^"! = JtaiT'OT*), * odd, p>\, 
v ^2* y tan"1^ ), Arodd, p<-\. 
Theorem 3: For positive integers k and n, 
tan - l K ^^  -tan -if ^ 




V ^2" J 
, k even, 
A: odd. 
Proof: Use (2.2), (2.11), and (2.15). • 
Again in (3.12), replacing n by k, 2k, ..., nk yields 
2>n 
;=1 W, 








Since the left sides of (3.9) and (3.14) are the same, we can write 
tan U, nk \U(n+l)kJ + tan 
K nk 
V(n+l)k) 
- tan l\ — J, A:odd, 
and taking limits using (2.20) gives 
t a n - 1 ( 0 = ^ t a n - 1 f | | | j , kodd. 
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Stan_1 = tan 
f o A 
\nj 
tan \S~K\ k even. (3.17) 
Theorem 4: If?2>2, then 
tanh - l 
f v \ 
tanh l 
+ tanh * 
#. n+2 






= tanh * , n odd. 
Proof: To prove (3.18) use (2.3), (2.16), and (2.17); (3.19) is proved similarly. • 
These results lead, respectively, to 
XC-iy^tanh-1 
Z = l 
Vim 
\U2M J 
= tanh 1 ' l ^ 
\U<j 
+ (-l)"_1tanh-1 









- tanh - l < \^ 
\U3; 
tanh l 
( 1 ^ 
\^2n+3 J 
(3.21) 
Note that in Theorem 4 our assumption that w > 2, together with our earlier assumption that 




= tanh * J_ 




We refrain from giving proofs for the theorems that follow, since the proofs are similar to 
those already given. 
Theorem 5: Let n > k be positive integers where (k, n) *• (1,1) ifp - ±1. Then 









This leads to 
Z t a n h rU^ 
/=i \U2ik j 
- tanh" Ut nk 
\U(n+l)Jc J 
, k even, (3.25) 
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Jtanh"1 
7 = 1 v vku% j 
- tanh U, nk 
\U(n+\)k J 
k odd. 
The corresponding limiting sums are 
f>nh-! fU^ 
7 = 1 
f 
\Plik J 
2] tanh - 1 
7=1 v vkufk j 
= tanh \d k), k even, 
f tanh_1(<r*), A: odd, p>\, 
)-tanh-10T*)> k odd, p<~\. 
Theorem 6: Let n > k be positive integers where (k, n) & (1,1) if 1 < \p\ < 2. Then 
tanh - 1 r n-k 
KK J 
-tanh -1 fV ^ 
\Yn+k J 







The resulting sums are 
£ tanh" 
7=1 \Unk j 






7=1 vkvl j 
- tanh -1 
f n \ 
KVkj 
tanh -1 K nk 
\V{n+\)k J 
&odd. 
Since the left sides of (3.25) and (3.30) are the same, we can write 
tanh 1 
and taking limits yields 
U, nk 
\U{n+l)k j 
+ tanh - l 
f o "* 
= tanh - l 
\Vkj 
i, k even, 
1 tanh-'(<T*) = -tanh 
2 
- l ( *> \ 
yVkj 
k even. 
This should be compared with (3.16). The limiting sum arising from (3.31) is 
tanh"1 
Xtanh'1 
7 = 1 





t a n h " 1 ^ ) , kodd, p>\, 










At this point we remark that Mahon and Horadam [13] obtained results similar to our 
Theorems 2 and 3 and derived summation formulas from them. However, in our notation, they 
considered only the case k odd. 
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4 APPLICATIONS 
We now use some of our results to obtain identities for the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers. 
From (3.22) and (3.23), we have 
XC-iy^tanh"1 
7 = 1 
L '2/+3 
772 4l o g*2' 
Xtanh'1 
1=1 \*'2i+2 J 
1 log, 3. 
In terms of infinite products, these become, respectively, 
r r -^ 2/+3 + (~ v Az/+3 _ o 
/=1 F2i+3+(-l)lL2i+3 
n°° ^2/+2 + 1 _ 3 F - 1 





In (3.28), keeping in mind the constraints in the statement of Theorem 5 and taking k - 3, we 
obtain 
XC-iy-'tanh' , - 1 
f 1 A 
i= i \Fl) = - log , </>, 
or 
where <j> = —p- is the Golden Ratio. 
Finally, (3.34) yields, after simplifying the right side, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
^( - l ) ' - 1 tanh _ 1 
/=i 
' 5 ^ 
\L*iJ 
= -loge(3(^-l)) , 
or 
U4+(-i>'5 
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April 23-29 1995 
Every year, Mathematics Awareness Week celebrates the richness and relevance of 
mathematics and provides an excellent opportunity to convey this message through local 
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